Teaching and Learning Orientation – Session One – August 24, 2021

Educator Resources
Getting Started: Teaching & Learning playlist - This is the collection of resources used to facilitate the getting started in teaching and learning conversation on 8/24/21. It outlines things for you to consider in preparation for your first day of teaching, for getting in the groove, at mid-semester, and as you continue growing.
Quick Educator Resources by Theme - including resources on accessibility, inclusion, ed tech, classroom teaching tools, and building community.
Expanded Educator Resources - While this isn’t an exhaustive list of resources, it is a large collection of #iteachmsu content that relates to educator development, inclusive teaching, faculty rights and responsibilities, course design, and supporting students.

Norms
Setting Participant Guidelines - provides a sample list
Kicking off your course with a Community Building Circle - offers an activity that can help facilitate setting

Assessment
Assessment Workshops - this article has a couple of embedded videos on assessment (both formative and summative)
Exam Strategy for Online and Distance Teaching - assessments specifically in online and distance learning settings

Other resources shared:
[Re]Orientation: Educators Prepare to Return to Campus
Academic Calendar
Attendance Policy (with covid19 considerations/prompts)

Facilitator Contact
Makena Neal - Hub for Innovation in Learning and Technology, #iteachmsu Commons
Marilyn Amey - Academic Advancement Network | Higher, Adult, Lifelong Education